This grid of letters conceals words lying in different directions: forward, backward, up, down, or diagonally, but always in a straight line. The words to find and circle are listed below the grid - cross them off once you’ve circled them. Many words overlap. When you’ve crossed off all the words in the list below, there will be letters that haven’t yet been circled.

Gather those letters - from the top, left to right, and they will spell out the ‘Last Word’ answer for this puzzle.

Potpourri #26  Solution: 6 letters
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ALARIC  ALEPPO  ALOE  ANKLUNG  ANT-MAN  BON MOT
BURSITIS  DEMIJOHN  FUJI  GIBLETS  GUILE  GURKHA
HITHERTO  HOPI  HUSK  IAMBUS  IMHO  JEST
MENORAH  MINIBUS  MINIONS  NERIUM  NIGH  NUNCIO
OH NO  OILY RAGS  OMNIBUS  ON TAP  ORPHEUS  OUIJA
OUTBID  SARCASM  SAW  SCROOGE  SECRET  SHOAL
SLUM  SMILE  SMORGASBORD  SONATINA  STAMPEDE  SUBSOIL
TARPAULIN  THONG  TITLE  TOMATO  TORSO  TSUGA
TWIN  USURP  WOLFISH  YEOMEN
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